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from the body, and instead enables a discussion of the
relationships between the mind and the external world
through the body. Much of the literature on place
discusses the relationship between place and identity
in this context. Studying such relationships became
popular amongst geographers in the 1970s, who began
to take seriously the affective bonds people had to
different places, because of growing concern about
“the alienation produced by “placeless” modern environments” (Duncan and Duncan, 2001:41). These
discussions brought a new dimension to ideas about
identity formation and social action, a dimension which
understands identity to be created both internally in
the mind, and through the body’s interactions with the
outside world. Personal identity is no longer seen as “a
matter of sheer self-consciousness but now involves
intrinsically an awareness of one’s place”, an awareness that “there is no place without self; and no self
without place” (Casey, 2001:406).
The geographer Yi-Fu Tuan coined the term
topophilia to describe “the affective bond between
people and place” (Duncan and Duncan, 2001:41). He
said that this bond may be stronger for some individuals than for others and can be expressed differently by people from different cultures (Duncan and
Duncan, 2001:41). Topophilia is an affective response
to place, but it is also “a practice that can actively
produce places for people” (Duncan and Duncan,
2001:41). That is, the bond people have to a place
can help to change the nature of that place. Bachelard
(1969) also discusses topophilia in The Poetics of
Space, arguing that “the life of the mind is given form
in the places and spaces3 in which people dwell and
those places influence human memories, feelings and
thoughts. Inner space is externalized and outer space
brought within” (Malpas, 1999:5). Bachelard argues
that this bond between people and place means that an
investigation of places is essential “in any phenomenological/psychoanalytic study of memory, self and mind”
(Malpas, 1999:5).
The related idea of ‘sense of place’ has received
more attention that Tuan’s topophilia, but the two ideas
are closely linked. Rose explains that “senses of place
develop from every aspect of individuals’ life experience and … senses of place pervade everyday life and
experience” (1995:88). Rose notes that while one’s
sense of place can be very personal, it is “shaped in
large part by the social, cultural and economic circumstances in which individuals find themselves”
(1995:89). Rose (1995) provides a working definition
of a sense of place. She says that the idea of a sense of
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Bachelard (1969) appears to use the terms ‘place’ and ‘space’
interchangeably.
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place usually assumes that places have no inherent
meanings, only the meanings given to them by humans.
Beyond this agreement, Rose identifies three main
arguments about the nature of senses of place.
1. A sense of place is seen as natural. Sometimes it is
argued that a sense of place is a territorial instinct
and some argue that it is a survival instinct.
(Rose, 1995:98).
2. “A sense of place is seen as a result of the meanings people actively give to their lives … a sense
of place can be seen as part of our cultural
interpretation of the world around us” (Rose,
1995:99). Some writers have argued that “it is
an awareness of cultural difference which may
encourage a sense of place to develop” (Rose,
1995:99) and that power relations are important
in understanding a sense of place.
3. “A sense of place is part of the politics of identity” (Rose, 1995:103). This includes the idea of
defining oneself in opposition to an ‘other’ (Rose,
1995:104).
Tuan, however, makes a distinction between ‘rootedness’ and a ‘sense of place’. While the first set of
arguments above may be relevant for the concept
of rootedness, Tuan would argue that only the second
and third points actually relate to a ‘sense of place’.
The distinction Tuan makes is that “rootedness implies being at home in a unselfconscious way. Sense
of place, on the other hand, implies a certain distance
between self and place which allows the self to
appreciate a place” (Tuan, 1980:4). In short, “rootedness is unreflexive” (Tuan, 1980:6). Rootedness is “a
knowing that is the result of familiarity through long
residence” while a sense of place is “a knowing that
is the result of conscious effort” (Tuan, 1980:8). This
important distinction will be discussed further below.
So far, this discussion has implied that a sense of
place forms out of a feeling that you belong to a particular place and feel comfortable there “because part
of how you define yourself is symbolized by certain
qualities of that place” (Rose, 1995:89). But people
also identify against places, establishing their own
sense of place by contrasting themselves with different
places and the people in them. This is the thesis of
Said’s famous book, Orientalism (1979) and there has
been much academic interest on the connection between places (particularly home-places) and hostilities,
especially at the national scale. A number of researchers have discussed the “dark side of topophilia
[and sense of place] as manifested in the naturalization
of the nation-state” (Duncan and Duncan, 2001:41) and
Massey and Jess note that “the metaphors of home and
homeland” have often “provoked damage and aggression” (1995:233). For example, Kakar (1996) notes that
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at home in the places where our habitus has developed.
But, what is ‘home’? “Home” is a contested concept in
the academic literature. Much discussion has focused
on the need to expand definitions of home away from
a simple spatial definition of home as ‘house’ or
‘collection of houses and associated social amenities’.
However, there is much contention over exactly what
home is. Home has been seen as a socio-spatial entity, a
psycho-spatial entity and an emotional ‘warehouse’.
Saunders and Williams (1988) argue that home is
a socio-spatial entity, the result of the “fusion” of the
“physical unit of the house” and the “social unit of
the household” (1988:83). They base their analysis on
Giddens’ theory of structuration and in particular his
concept of ‘locale’, the idea that “social interaction is
in part constituted by its spatial setting” (1988:81).
They argue that home is a crucial ‘locale’ because it
is where “basic” social relations and institutions are
constituted and reproduced (1988:82), particularly because the ‘household’ (the mode of social organisation
distinctive to the home) “represents the core domestic
unit of contemporary society”8. Because the home
is both a household and “a physical unit located
spatially”, it is a socio-spatial system reducible neither
to the social unit of the household, nor the physical unit
of the house (1988:83).
The psyco-social approach to home concentrates on
the individual’s psychological experiences of home.
For example, Porteous argues that the home provides
humans with all the satisfactions that territory provides to many species of animal, namely identity,
security and the stimulation of its occupants (1976:
383). Personalization of one’s home promotes security
and identity, while the defence and modification of
one’s home promotes stimulation (1976:383–385).
Such descriptions of home as a place where one feels
ontologically secure also focus on the ‘satisfactions’ of
identity and security and, to a lesser extent, stimulation.
For example, Dupuis and Thorns state that ontological
security is experienced in the home when the following
four conditions are met:
i)

home is a site of constancy in the social and
material environment (security)
ii) home is a spatial context in which day to day
routines of human existence are performed
(security)
iii) home is a site where people feel most in control of
their lives (stimulation) because they feel free
from the surveillance that is part of the contem-
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Rather than the family, as the family is just one specific form of
household (Saunders and Williams, 1988:82).
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porary world (security)
iv) home is a secure base around which identities are
constructed (security and identity).

This discussion of ontological security in the home
also hints at the social aspects of home, for example
providing a degree of constancy in the social environment and undertaking day to day routines. However,
the social is not given as much weight as the
psychological.
Giuliani (1991) also addresses psychological attachment to the home, addressing an “attachment” bond
with the home as “the psychological state of well-being
experienced by the subject as the result of the mere
presence, vicinity or accessibility of the object” and
“the state of distress set up by the absence, remoteness
or inaccessibility of the object” (1991:134). It is important to note here that Giuliani treats the home as an
object. However, if we replace Giuliani’s use of the
term ‘home’, with the term ‘house’, and recognize that
she has assumed that one’s home is located within
one’s house, then her analysis remains useful. Her
definition of well-being in the presence of home and
distress in its absence is interesting and is similar to
arguments about the role of the home in providing
ontological security to an individual. In addition to the
well-being and distress caused by the presence and
absence of the home, Guiliani discusses the quality
of the attachment to home “which largely coincides
with its emotive connotations”. Guiliani recognises
that home is an emotive space and that the significance
of emotions in understanding ‘home’ has been largely
neglected. A major exception is the work of Gurney
(2000). Gurney argues that the emotive significance of
home has been rendered “either [as] un-problematic,
or as common sense and taken for granted” (2000:33).
Gurney’s conceptualisation of the importance of
emotions in understanding home is informed by two
research traditions. The first is a relatively recent
sociology of the emotions, which has concentrated on
the effects of emotion in such areas as identity construction, narratives of the self (Jackson, 1993 in
Gurney, 2000) and inequalities in the division of
emotional labour between men and women (Duncombe
and Marsden, 1993 in Gurney, 2000). The second is
the interdisciplinary social constructionist work on the
social, cultural and biological dimensions of emotion,
in particular the work of Harré (1986) on the strategic
significance and social function of emotions (Gurney,
2000). Gurney describes the home as “an emotional
warehouse wherein grief, anger, love, regret and guilt
are experienced as powerfully real and, at the same
time, deposited, stored and sorted to create a powerful
domestic geography, which, in turn sustains a complex

